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Andreas Gursky has long been the subject of exhibitions; since the German
photographer and Kunstakademie Düsseldorf professor’s first solo outing in the
late 1980s, his large-format images have been mounted in the Museum of
Modern Art, Paris’s Centre Pompidou, the Museo Nacional Centro de Arte
Reina Sofía in Madrid and the United Arab Emirates’ Sharjah Art Museum, to
list a few. But this weekend, Gursky picks up the mantle of curator, with the
opening of “Louisa Clement, Anna Vogel, Moritz Wegwerth,” featuring three of
his former students, at Sprüth Magers Berlin. While he has organized the end-
of-semester presentations (“Akademierundgänge”) at the academy, he has never
coordinated a museum or gallery show until now. He says he gladly accepted the
“special task,” explaining, “I am not curating artworks of students, but
individual artistic personalities who pursue their artistic path with strong
commitment.” Here, Clement, Vogel and Wegwerth discuss their practices —
and their former teacher.

Louisa Clement
“The high visual quality and the contemporary content of an artwork is

always Gursky’s focus,” says the 2015 Kunstakademie Düsseldorf grad, noting
that he prodded her to reflect on the politics and culture at the given moment.
“We always discussed the relevance of an idea, and I learned to defend my
opinion, to find my own way.” Clement uses a very modern device, her iPhone 5,
and shoots in series instead of striving for a single, perfect photo. Her portraits
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of mundanities (she captures mannequin limbs and free Wi-Fi kiosks, alike)
underscore the potential of form and color “behind the supposedly succinct
snapshot of reality,” as she puts it. “Being a photographer is more than using a
camera or a smartphone — technology is not the key. You need an eye to see the
potential photo in the world around you.”
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Anna Vogel
The 2012 Kunstakademie Düsseldorf alumna tired of “pure, clean

photography” a few years ago and started to work on found images after a long
stay in the mountains, during which she didn’t take any photos. “I tried to
rebuild memories and also to skip the parts that had disappeared in my mind,”
Vogel says. She experimented with varnish, ink and pencils, and then began
cutting up painted-on or scratched pictures and then collaging them. “The
disturbances and interferences are handmade, but they give a digital look to the
images,” she says. “This tension gives them a certain dynamic, like someone is
racing, restless, through the world.” Vogel notes that at the academy, Gursky
encouraged her to try out new techniques, even those that moved her away from
the camera. She will show a selection of new pieces at Sprüth Magers — some
from a computer-based series and others, centered on competitive sports and
culled from her return to the lens.
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Moritz Wegwerth
Wegwerth, a 2014 academy grad, hopes to lead viewers to “the limits of

reality and fiction, belief and knowledge,” he says, mentioning both the 1920s
New Objectivity movement in Germany and the present-day saturation of
images in today’s media. The former appeals to him for its “precise look at
people, things or situations; there’s no ornament, no dramatic light-setting.
These photographs don’t need a lot of textual explanation. They can stand for
themselves.” He takes these traits and adds to them the idea that photography
has lost its exclusivity (“it’s omnipresent, and I like that!”), meaning he puts
even more care into his pictures, sometimes spending months on details.
Gursky “tried to find the nerve points in each work,” Wegwerth says, “And he
helped me connect these points to get to a bigger picture.”

“Louisa Clement, Anna Vogel, Moritz Wegwerth” is on view from Sept. 17 to Oct. 29 
at Sprüth Magers Berlin, Oranienburger Strasse 18, Berlin, spruethmagers.com.
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